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Project Overview

There has been little systematic study of physical mechanisms that operate when high electric
fields are in contact with metals. Understanding this science should be relevant to the ILC
design, where the highest cost component (the cavities) will expose ∼2,000 m2 of supercon-
ducting material to fields on the order of 100 MV/m, for times on the order of 40 years[1].
During the last 50 years, material science experiments have shown that the combination of
oxides, high fields and surface imperfections can produce a variety of physical mechanisms
such as atomic segregation, diffusion, fracture etc. that are highly material dependent and
not well understood. The technology we are developing is extremely precise and sensitive
(single atoms !) and uniquely appropriate to the study of intrinsic or contaminant surface
imperfections and coatings used to optimize field emission or remove the constraint set by
Hc ∼ 180 mT, as described by Gurevich [2].

We want to study effects that can limit gradients in superconducting rf systems. High gradient
research is divided among a number of fairly isolated accelerator efforts aimed at the ILC,
CLIC and neutrino sources. Our work has grown out of the five year old muon collaboration
effort to produce high gradients at low frequencies, with low field emission - and a high
magnetic field. Because of the cavity dimensions and high magnetic fields, we are able to
image field emitters in the cavities, and can produce unique information on how cavities work
and how they fail. This effort has lead to study of materials under high voltage conditions in
the Atom Probe Tomography (APT) [3] program at Northwestern.

The work in materials science described here is part of a larger effort devoted to high gradient
rf studies, and has already made significant discoveries relevant to normal and superconduct-
ing rf behavior [4, 5, 6]. We have developed models which explain breakdown triggers, and
permit an understanding of material science at high gradients and sources of breakdown
[7, 8, 9]. We have extended this model to produce quantitative gradient limits for normal
linacs [10]. Highlights include:

• We have done initial proof-of-principle measurements of cold niobium and warm copper
in an atom probe tomography system with new data on surface oxide layers [5, 6]. This
data shows the complex nature of the metal/oxide interface at the atomic scale in a
variety of environments.
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• A vacuum/rf breakdown model which explains the phenomenon in terms of electrostatic
mechanical stress and tensile strength of materials, that seems to explain the breakdown
trigger mechanism. We have supported this with modeling of field induced fracture at
the atomic level[7, 8, 9]. One conclusion of this work is that fields high enough to
cause field emission can cause measurable damage to surfaces.

• We have also recently been developing a model for the operating conditions of linac
structures where the operating fields are determined by the integrated damage over the
life of the structure. This model seems to be able to explain cavity behavior during
conditioning, the use of different materials, pulse length variation, breakdown rates,
spitfests, as well as the maximum fields (as a function of frequency etc.) that are
reached in cavities as a function of, Esurf ≤ √

2T/ε0/βeq where T is the tensile strength
of the metal and βeq is and equilibrium value of the enhancement factor above which
more emitters are created than destroyed[10]. We believe somewhat similar mechanisms
operate in superconducting cavities limited by field emission.

Material Science Input Although the basic principles of Atom Probe Tomography
have been used for 50 years, the technique has been primarily used for the study of bulk
materials and alloys [3]. There has been comparatively little interest in the mechanisms that
apply at the surface of the material. Surface studies, both for their own sake and as an end
in itself, has not been the primary focus of the field. In part this has been due to sample
failure at surface layers.

We believe sample failure in APT devices, breakdown triggers and the behavior of oxide
coatings on materials may be connected. The large forces exerted by electric fields on materials
are proposed as breakdown triggers, they also seem to be the primary failure mode of APT
samples [8]. Since oxides frequently have higher tensile strengths than the pure metal it is
reasonable that, as oxide coatings are field evaporated, the high stresses that are required to
evaporate the oxide coatings would cause fracture in the metal. This would be seen as sample
failure during the initial conditioning phase of APT samples. This is, in fact, exactly what is
seen. In both warm copper and cold (∼ 80 K) niobium oxides, high fields produce a variety
of microflashes.

Applications of this work to the ILC Although not created for superconducing
applications, our models are based on cavity damage and imperfections, and provide a way
of comparing parameters between 100 MHz and 90 GHz structures. They should be relevant
to many aspects of superconducing rf operation, including: high power processing, dark
currents, the effects and mechanisms relevant to different surface treatments, solid/deposited
Nb, coupling and a variety of imperfections. Mechanical stress, which we have found to be
important, may also be relevant to intermetallic or metal/insulator bonding etc.

The work we are proposing is fairly general in scope, but we feel it applies directly to the
following topics in the 2005 Linear Collider potential project list.

• ID62 Dark current and its relation to breakdown. This was the initial motivation for
our studies. We think we understand the problem in copper cavities and are interested
in SC questions. High fields cause atomic level damage which we want to study in the
coatings that can suppress it.

• ID90 Surface treatments for structures and cavities. We have begun this effort for
Muon Collaboration applications. We have a coating facility which can look at coatings,
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bonding, etc at the scale of single atoms. The Gurevich scheme requires a detailed
knowledge of coatings and bonding and we have a unique facility for this study.

• ID102 Solid niobium vs sputtering on substrate. Our facility would permit study of
atomic plane orientations, segregation, bonding, interfaces, buried oxides etc. The prop-
erties of grain boundaries have been studied at the atomic level using APT.

• ID103 Explore materials other then niobium. The primary candidate seems to be
Gurivich’s insulator/SC sandwitches[2]. Our facility will help understand bonding etc.
in this scheme as well as others designed to protect the niobium surface.

• ID166 Coatings to reduce HV gun field emission. Again, this closely parallels work
underway for the Muon Collaboration. We will study coatings which can suppress field
emission and the damage they can suffer at high fields.

• ID156,163,164 We could also provide useful information to studies of cavity surface
quality, Q-slope and grain boundary effects. We are primarily concerned with the effects
of fracture, and problems caused by a variety of imperfections in the surface.

Any plan for ILC construction requires that the procedures for manufacturing the cavities
should be set early in the project, this assumes that the physics and material science is well
understood by the time these procedures are defined. While the ILC structures should be
flawless, bare niobium surfaces, the work we are proposing should provide the experimental
basis for coping with imperfections and improvements that are likely to be present in any real
system.

Broader Impact

Breakdown at surfaces was discovered by Earhart and Michelson, at Chicago, in 1900 [11].
While checking the ”new” electron theory of gas breakdown at small distances, they discovered
that there were two mechanisms present, at large distances gas breakdown dominated, and at
small distances breakdown of the surface was correctly identified as the mechanism. The break
point where the two mechanisms met, at atmospheric pressure, occurs at about 300 V. This
was confirmed 5 years later by Hobbs and Millikan [12], and is consistent with modern data
on vacuum breakdown. We believe our work can provide the best theoretical understanding
of this process in the last 100 years, although there is an enormous volume of literature on this
subject [13]. It is interesting to note that all consumer power switching takes place below 300
V, thus when switching on power in the home or lab, the initial contact is due to breakdown
of a surface. This mechanism is thus accessible to everyone.

Vacuum breakdown and high field phenomena affect many disciplines and technologies. Al-
though there have been a variety of ways to work around this problem, a fundamental un-
derstanding of the mechanisms should be helpful, interesting and productive to a very wide
community. In APFIM, like many branches of science and technology that use high voltages
in vacuum, these mechanisms can also be an irritation. Although there are usually ways to
work around problems, basic understanding of the problem is long overdue.

In addition to the refereed papers in Phys. Rev. and NIM, we have given two dozen talks on
this subject in the last two years: FNAL , SLAC, PAC03, Our High Gradient rf Workshop
at Argonne, Northwestern, Argonne HEP, Univ of Chicago, Int. Vac. Nanoelectronics Conf.
EPAC04 and LINAC04, SRF2005, and PAC05.

The Northwestern University Center for Atom-Probe Tomography (NUCAPT) has an existing
outreach program to involve women and legal minorities in the LEAP microscope work. There
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are many connections with local colleges (Harold Washington College) and with Evanston
Township High School (ETHS).

Results of Prior Research

Our overall effort seems to be converging on a general model which explains all aspects of the
behavior of copper cavities and many aspects of superconducting operation.

APT data on Niobium and Copper We have been able to produce preliminary
data on both cold (70K) niobium and room temperature copper. These were presented at
SRF2005 [5, 6] and PAC05 [4]. The data are primarily concerned with understanding the
oxide layers of these metals and the cleaning, preparation and operation of these materials in
the Atom Probe Tomography system. Two graphics from this effort are included in Figure
1. Much of this has been done with Pierre Bauer of Fermilab, with whom we work closely.

Breakdown Model We have continued to improve our breakdown model [7, 8, 9, 10].
Recent work includes studies of breakdown in high (0 - 4 T) magnetic fields.

Cavity model Much of our most recent effort has been devoted to understanding how
the effective field enhancement factor in copper cavities is determined by breakdown damage
in cavities. When combined with the breakdown model we are able to predict the dependence
of accelerating field on material, pulse length and frequency, and breakdown rates on electric
field and pulse length. At the moment we are not predicting absolute values, but this is
possible. Preliminary results are also shown in Figure 1. This work is continuing and these
data are preliminary [10].

Relation between gradient limits of normal and imperfect SC structures While
it it frequently stated that superconducting cavities are limited by different effects, the gra-
dient limits due to electric field, primarily from contamination, can be fairly similar. We
have found that the maximum surface field in copper cavities seems to be due to the tensile
strength of the material, which is reached when the local field at emitters is about 7 - !0
GV/m, divided by an equilibrium enhancement factor, which depends on the physical dam-
age of the cavity surface and is about equal to 150. For almost all superconducting cavities
constructed up to this time, the limiting accelerating field has been set by heating due to
field emission, caused by at local fields of about 4 GV/m with enhancement factors somewhat
lower than those in copper.

This basic argument can be seen by comparing raw data taken from an 805 MHz copper
pillbox cavity and a number of modules from the SNS linac, both of which are operating near
their conditioning limits. We show in Figure 2 measured radiation levels, corrected for duty
cycle, as a function of accelerating field, compared with the shape predicted by the Fowler
Nordheim model. It is seen that the slope of the lines is steeper for the superconducting
cavities than for the copper cavity runs. If the local fields are evaluated from the slopes
of the data, values of (Elocal, β) for the two configurations, give (∼6 GV/m, ∼400) for the
normal cavity and (∼4 GV/m, ∼115). The fact that both sets of data line up with the Fowler
Nordheim model and each other is coincidental.

We believe that the ILC should understand these mechanisms because: a) this work will
provide information on the mechanisms at work in manufacturing imperfections, b) a general
knowledge of the processes involved will help optimize performance, 3) if improvements made
in the design (the idea of Gurevich, for example) loosen the constraints on magnetic field,
electric field constraints will then determine the accelerating fields, and the structures will be
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Figure 1: results from recent work in Atom Probe Tomography, modeling from Refs [7, 9].
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Figure 2: A comparison between x ray levels produced by an 805 MHz copper pillbox (blue)and
superocnducting linac modules for the SNS facility(red). The data are corrected for duty cycle,

sensitive to the much larger numbers of imperfections at smaller β values, and 4) we hope to
understand the problem to enable ”patching” of manufacturing defects.

Facilities, Equipment and Other Resources

The Muon Collaboration rf effort, set up to look at problems with rf in muon cooling systems,
is in some ways comparable to the ILC rf program in that both have to solve surface problems
with high gradient rf systems. It is a successful, self contained and complete study of rf
problems, with modeling, rf tests and materials studies. The muon effort interacts with
modeling groups at Argonne, an ILC materials group at Fermilab and an effort started by
SLAC to look at high gradient rf for CLIC. Application of this effort to ILC problems is
straightforward.

Northwestern APT systems: LEAP, Coating Facility Atom probe tomography
is a rapidly advancing field. The recent development of the LEAP microscope has extended
the resolution, sensitivity, statistics and graphics of this technology. In addition we have
constructed a facility to do testing of coatings for the Muon Collaboration. The purpose
of these tests is to test and measure coatings that can suppress dark currents in the Muon
Ionization Cooling Experiment (MICE).

Recently ANL and the Northwestern University Center for Atom-Probe Tomography (NU-
CAPT), directed by Prof. David Seidman have joined forces to understand how the maximum
fields in high gradient systems depend on the surface material. The NUCAPT is among the
world leaders in the field of three-dimensional atom-probe microscopy, particularly as result of
the recent installation of a LEAP microscope, manufactured by Imago Scientific Instruments
[14] Currently only three other LEAP microscopes, with a comparable performance, exist
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throughout the world. Atomic-probe tomography consists of dissecting a specimen on an
atom-by-atom basis, employing pulsed field-evaporation, and determining the chemical iden-
tity of each field-evaporated atom by time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometry, with single
atom identification capability, using a 2D position sensitive delay line detector, which yields
the position of each atom in a specimen with sub-nanoscale resolution. Analysis rates of up-
wards of 72 million atoms/hr have been achieved employing a LEAP microscope at NU[14].
The collected data is used to reconstruct a specimen in three-dimensions, where the chemical
identity of each atom is known. In addition to the LEAP microscope there is also a pulsed-
laser atom-probe (PLAP) microscope, which permits one to dissect a tip atom-by-atom using
nanosecond laser pulses produced by a nitrogen laser or pulsed electric fields. The PLAP
has a pre-chamber that permits us to deposit different metallic coatings on copper tips or
other substrates, under ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) conditions. The collaboration between ANL
and NUCAPT will produce spectacular results with lasting impact and strongly advance the
understanding of how the maximum fields in high gradient systems depend on the surface
material.

An example of the ability of our three-dimensional atom-probe microscope to reconstruct
a specimen with subnanometer spatical resolution and chemical identification of individual
atoms is shown in Figure 5 (left). This figure shows the nanostructure of an Fe-Cu-Ni-
Al-Si-Mn-C ferritic steel, developed to have blast-resistant properties, that had been heat
treated to produce a high number density (6x1024/m3) of nanometer diameter (0.5 to 2 nm)
copper-rich precipitates[15]. The 110 atomic planes are clearly resolved with an interplanar
spacing of 0.203 nm. Also note that individual atoms within the 110 are resolved and their
chemical identities obtained. This nanostructure yields excellent mechanical properties: A
yield strength of 135 ksi (ca. 945 MPa) and an ultimate tensile strength of 145 ksi (ca.
1015 MPa) are obtained to below -40C and the ductility is 30%. Figure 5 (right) (a) (next
one) exhibits Cu-rich precipitates in the same ferritic steel that are indicated by a 5 at. %
Cu isoconcentration surface (red) in the indicated volume of material; note, no atoms are
displayed in this representation [15]. The so-called proxigram of the different elements in
this steel are displayed in Figure 5(b), which yields the concentration profiles as a function
of distance from the matrix/precipitate interface; the latter is at 0 nm. This figure shows
directly the variations of concentrations of all the elements both within the matrix and the
copper-rich precipitate. There is currently no other way to obtain this type of chemical
information with the same spatial resolution. The LEAP microscope will be employed to
determine the chemical compositions of different coated substrates both before and after they
have failed during pulsed field-evaporation with an electric field.

The Muon Collaboration rf Program The Neutrino Source and Muon Collider
Collaboration (NSMCC) set up an active program five years ago to look at high gradient
rf physics and material science. The relevant question for this group is to prove that low
frequency cavities can operate with high gradients in high magnetic fields with low field
emission. Since there was very little information in the literature on this subject, it has
been necessary to assemble test equipment and begin to understand this problem from basic
physics. the group consists of the following: Argonne: J. Norem, Fermilab: A. Bross, A.
Moretti, Z. Qian, JLab: R. Rimmer, LBL: D. Li, M. Zisman and IIT: Y. Torun. The group
works in the new MTA area at Fermilab, and is supported by the Muon Collaboration and
Fermilab funding. The rf program of this group includes evaluation of different materials in
cavities, studies of magnetic fields, materials and frequency scaling between cavities at 805
and 201 MHz. We have shown that large Be windows are much more stable than copper in
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Figure 3: Left: 3DAP microscope reconstruction of an Fe-Al-Ni-Cu-2 steel, after austenitizing at
1050degC, quenching, and aging at 823 K for 2 hr. The reconstructed volume is 14x13x27 nm3 and
contains 204,000 atoms. The (110) planes, an interplanar spacing of 0.203 nm, are resolved. Right:
(a) A 5 at. % Cu isoconcentration surface (red) delineates Cu-rich precipitates in Fe-Al-Ni-Cu-2
steel. (b) The proxigram concentration profile displays a quantitative compositional analysis of the
precipitates shown in (a), together with the surrounding matrix.

an rf environment, and we have a program to systematically test small buttons of different
materials.

Fermilab ILC Materials Program In December of 2004, after looking at the
summaries of a recent workshop on superconducting rf, we made contact with Pierre Bauer of
Fermilab and presented the capabilities of Atom Probe Tomography to Fermilab management.
A proposal was subsequently written to LCRD, funding a program primarily devoted to the
metallurgy of niobium surfaces.

Argonne Modeling Effort As part of the Muon Collaboration effort, a group from the
materials science modeling group was contacted and an arrangement was worked out to help
with the interactions of high electric fields with materials. The primary resource this group
uses is a Molecular Dynamics code that can follow individual atoms when they are exposed
to a variety of fields, while being stabilized with a thermal reservoir. A paper was written
last year to describe the thermal and field dependence of our fracture model[9]. The primary
contributors to this effort are Ahmed Hassanein and Zeke Insepov.

High Gradient RF Collaboration A new study is being started by Ron Ruth of SLAC,
to look at high gradient problems, primarily aimed at CLIC technology. We are beginning to
try to influence this effort to follow up on the conclusions of our models, specifically testing
materials to see if we can predict material behavior as a function of tensile strength and other
metallic properties.

First year Project Activities and Deliverables

We understand that the behavior of surfaces under high fields depends partially on the top
monolayer, (field emission) and partially on the bulk properties(breakdown). With our facil-
ities we will be able to independently vary bulk and surface properties and measure a wide
spectrum of behavior due to a wide spectrum of materials properties, preparations and vari-
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Figure 4: The coating facility recently completed at Northwestern which can deposit any material
on an atom probe tomography sample to look at field emission, bonding and interdiffusion.

ables such as temperature and exposure to gasses. There are a number of approaches we
would like to begin in the first year:

• ID62: Dark current and breakdown studies. We will develop an archive of failure of
samples as a function of applied field. As there is no reliable, systematic data on break-
down thresholds for different materials, it would be desirable to do this with a large
sample of materials, under a variety of conditions such as temperature, gas pressure and
surface modification techniques. The coatings we would like to apply become one of the
important variables here and these must also be studied systematically to determine the
bonding of coating with substrate. Our goal will be to study how surface damage and
damage mechanisms are affected by coatings which can suppress field emission.

• ID90: Surface treatments for structures and cavities. Our coating facility will be used
to systematically study a variety of coatings as applied to copper and niobium to look
at the interfaces. The recent suggestion that sandwiches of dielectric and superconduc-
tor could be used to raise the B field that can be in contact with the cavity surface
requires information on bonding since differential thermal expansion could be a signif-
icant perturbation to these system. Again we will be looking at damage and damage
mechanisms.

• ID102: Solid niobium vs sputtered surfaces. We will sputter niobium on copper, produce
and detect grain boundaries and post treat the material to study the the dynamics of
grain boundaries, impurity segregation and other effects at the atomic level. This pro-
gram can provide atom by atom pictures of how all the mechanisms at grain boundaries
work and how the overall structure of grain boundaries develop.

• ID103: Study of materials other then niobium. We will produce multilayer coatings
which can look at the interfaces between a variety of insulators and metals and study
them using Atom Probe Tomography. Due to the differences in hardness and ther-
mal expansion, we anticipate that mechanical bonding will be the primary experimental
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Figure 5: As shown by Gurevich [2], coatings may offer huge benefits, however it is necessary to
understand the mechanisms that operate at the interfaces between dielectrics and metals. Recent
data has shown that the interface between niobium metal and an oxide layer is complicated [5]. At
high fields, we have shown that mechanical forces can dominate [6].

problem, and it will be very useful to understand these systems at an atomic level. Dam-
age and material incompatibilities can be studied with rapid turn around and incredible
resolution, statistics and sensitivity.

• ID166: Suppression of field emission. It has been shown that fractions of a monolayer
of materials with different work functions will change the field emission by large factors
(even individual atoms of adsorbed gas can do this). We have shown that local fields
high enough to produce field emission are also high enough to cause material damage to
the emitter, any study of coatings must thus address the stability of these coatings at
high fields. What is not known is how to apply these materials to real surfaces, and how
the surfaces will stick in the presence of oxide layers, gasses and a variety of other real
world effects. These can be experimentally checked. The materials with desirable work
functions do not obviously bond strongly to the surfaces we would like to use, and it is
possible to look at ways to improve this bonding with intermediate layers. We hope to
develop definitive methods of how to do this and what mechanisms are at work.

There is considerable information in the literature on metallic/dielectric interfaces and the
experimental work would be done after a preliminary literature search. Atom Probe Tomog-
raphy with these materials is, of course, new and we anticipate some initial sample problems.

Second year Project Activities and Deliverables

Our experience is that initial tests are rarely conclusive and some optimization is necessary
to produce an optimum result. We expect to continue contributing data to PAC and SRF
conferences and workshops, while improving our techniques.

• In the first year we will primarily do the systematic studies described in the previous
section. At the end of this year we should have considerable data to compare with models
and guide future experiments which must be collected and published. At this point it
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will be possible to do some comparisons between substrate/coating pairs and begin to
understand the mechanisms which determine bonding and stability. We can compare
this new data at the atomic level with measurements made in the literature and

• We will describe a ”best method” for suppressing dark currents at the end of this period,
with extensive documentation. The initial motivation of all this effort to understand the
high gradient behavior of metals is to develop practical low frequency cavities for muon
cooling. The work has expanded and become more general, but the need for better
performance and more ability to cope with manufacturing defects in all types of cavities
remains. This practical goal should help to keep the studies focused.

• Dielectric coatings can have a number of applications from protecting the material,
suppressing field emission, and insulating sandwiches. Systemic studies of the possible
benefits and problems should be very useful early in the manufacturing process.

• The Gurevich method seems to offer enormous benefits, however the material science
problems associated with bonding dielectrics and metals over large thermal excursions
are formidable. The composition of the insulator is critical and we should be able to
systematically study a range of materials. We should be able to produce examples of
precisely the sandwiches this method requires for atom by atom analysis. The layers will
probably be too thin for superconducting rf purposes, but the bonding and materials
effects can be studied in great detail, giving insight as to whether this method can be
made practical in a reasonable time scale.

• Sputtered Niobium may still be a candidate if it is possible to remove the known problems
with sputtered surfaces. We should be able to show what these coatings look like at the
atomic scale and see what contamination mechanisms, bonding effects, interdiffusion etc.
are at work in the sputtering process to determine if this method has applications for
the ILC.

Budget justification: Northwestern University, Dept. of Material Science and Engineering

Two-year budget, in then-year K$

Institution: Northwestern University, Dept. of Material Science and Engineering
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Item First year Second year Total
Other Professionals 30 31 61
Graduate Students 0 0 0

Undergraduate Students 0 0 0
Total Salaries and Wages 30 31 61

Fringe Benefits 7.14 7.38 14.52
Total Salaries, Wages and Fringe Benefits 37.14 36.38 77.52

Equipment 0 0 0
Travel 4 4 8

Materials and Supplies 3 3 6
Other direct costs 7 7 14

Institution 2 subcontract 0 0 0
Total direct costs 51.14 52.38 103.52
Indirect costs(1) 26.08 26.71 52.79

Total direct and indirect costs 77.22 79.09 156.31
(1) Includes xx% of first $xx subcontract costs

(1)Fringe benefit rate is 23.8%, indirect cost rate is 51 %
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